Lauren Minghenelli
Raya Sun
Individual SNM Review
Twitter:
Goal- To inform and grab the attention of target audience, give the opportunity for public to
retweet, favorite and respond
Target Audience- Age 14-30 (On social media)
Strategy- Ultimately to use social media as a contributing factor to promote the brand and
fundraise money for Project ‘Adding Sunshine to your Wardrobe”
Tactic 1:
Retweeting similar brands that have positive and beneficial projects
Ex 1: Toms

Ex 2: Coca-Cola

Ex 3:
UNICEF

NOT MY PERSONAL TWEETS: Evaluation: Average Favorites: 130-500, retweeting bigger
companies generated a high number of favorites.
Average Retweets: 85-400 retweets, as mentioned before I am retweeting big time companies
therefore they bring in a lot of retweets, having a large number of retweets on my twitter page
even if it’s not for my own personal tweet.
Average comments: 10-30, some accounts receive a high number of responses to their tweets and
some accounts receive 0-5 I found that it all depends on what the account is tweeting. UNICEF
received the most responses because it’s a donation generated company. Raya Sun is striving to
adorn donations that will add to bringing smiles to faces of the underprivileged local and
overseas community.
Average Responses: Both companies that I spent most of my time retweeting, TOMS and
UNICEF both respond to people who tweet at them, TOMS is more involved in responding to
tweeters they respond to about half of the comments they get which is anywhere from 5-15
responses per tweet.
____________________________________________________________________________
Tactic 2:
Retweeting and Favoring other surf companies to familiarize Raya Sun to other big surf
companies
Ex 1: Surfline

Ex 2: Rip Curl

Ex 3: World
Surf League

NOT MY PERSONAL TWEETS: Evaluation- Average Favorites: Because I am favoriting surf
companies to bring in more viewers to my personal page I am not receiving favorites on my
retweet but on the actual surf tweets from famous pages the number of favorites varies from 24129. The point of me retweeting and favoriting these bigger accounts is so when people stumble
upon my personal twitter page they will see popular accounts motivating them to follow my
account.
Average Retweets: 12-104 these larger accounts bring in a high amount of retweets. When they
are retweeted to my page I receive a rare 1 retweet of my retweet from one of my followers.
Average comments: These surf accounts tend to have a low number of comments, people who
follow these accounts simply want to know how the waves are follow hot girls and guys who
surf-truthfully.
Average Responses: Rip Curl is the account that responds the comments, World Surf League and
Surfline do not respond to comments.

Tactic 3: Using my own tweets to promote other social media sites/inform followers of events
and information about Raya Sun

Ex 1: Encouraging people to view my Instagram

Ex 2: Tweeting pictures of clothing pieces

Ex 3: Posting articles that deal with poverty to inform people

MY TWEETS

Evaluation- Average Favorites: My tweets didn’t receive much love, due to the fact I am new to
twitter but on occasion I would receive 1-2 favorites.
Average Retweets: I unfortunately did not receive any retweets on my tweets.
Average comments: I did not receive any comments on this particular site.
Average responses: I did not have anyone to comment at me so I had no one to respond to! L
TARES
Truthfulness
Q1: Are all of the tweets legit and truthful?
Yes, all of the information that was posted via twitter was legit considering most of tweets were
retweets of legitimate companies.
O2: Was there any misleading information?
No and yes, I was originally planning a fashion show on campus, unfortunately Maggs did not
allow me to do so, so I am planning on hosting the event after the holidays. As an alternate I will
be hosting a clothes drive which I informed twitter about!
Q3: Are all of the tweets genuine?
Absolutely, I’m mostly tweeting about poverty and how you can help it’s something I’m
extremely passionate about.

Authenticity:
Q1: How did Raya Sun tweets show that they care about poverty?
A majority of the tweets are centered around poverty- Raya Sun’s main goal was not only to
educate people on poverty but for the most part to make sure Project Adding Sunshine to your
wardrobe is a success- raising money and donating clothes to people who live in poverty.
Q2: How did Raya Sun show they were genuine to the promoting the company?
Raya Sun is a real company, I just took over the social media and created a CSR, the whole time
I had to stay genuine and real to Marc (owner) I essentially helped him with advertising!
Q3: How did Raya Sun tweets seem genuine and authentic to the public?
Although I didn’t receive much love via twitter I did receive a lot of feedback from my friends,
they thought the tweets were really cute, attractive and promoting an awesome idea.

Respectfulness:
Q1: Are all of the tweets respectful?
Yes, all of the tweets that I created were respectful and appealing to read.
Q2: Were any of the tweets inappropriate?
No, none of the tweets were inappropriate, there was no foul language or negative/unpleasant
words or images portrayed.
Q3: Do the tweets give a good reputation for Raya Sun?
I would like to believe so, I added another dimension that I think is a refreshing and inspirational
additive. It just makes sense to clash these two themes together- clothing and poverty.

Equitability:
Q1: Are the tweets equal to both male and female?
Yes, although most of the clothes that are featured on the twitter page are women’s clothes
retweeting surfline and different surf companies was my take to intertwine the combination of
men and women interaction via tweets.
Q2: Are the tweets equal to all races?
Yes, I had to find a balance because my tweets were sensitive-poverty is a touchy subject so I did
not want to offend anyone.
Q3: Were the tweets appropriate to all ages?
Yes, I kept the age factor in my mind, I wasn’t bias or unequal to any race I made sure to direct
some tweets towards younger teens and even some older people.

Social

Responsibility:
Q1: Do the tweets take responsibility for promoting Raya Sun?
Yes, obviously this is a little hard for me considering Raya Sun actually exists, I had to take
social responsibility by running by some of the things I want to tweet by Marc first.
Q2: Do the tweets take responsibility for promoting poverty?
Yes, as mentioned before this is my overall main goal but it’s important to tweet tweet things
that are socially acceptable because of the sensitive topic.
Q3: Do the tweets reflect Salisbury University in a socially acceptable way?
Yes, considering this project is generated through an SU course I made sure to take responsibility
and tweet things social applicable to the university.

